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Because rectifiers can convert a wide range of frequencies to dc it was thought that rectenna solar

cells–antennas coupled to ultra-high speed diodes–could efficiently harvest the entire solar

spectrum and exceed the Shockley-Queisser limit. We show that there are efficiency limits to

broadband optical conversion and provide a quantitative analysis using the theory of

photon-assisted tunneling. This quantum-based approach differs from classical rectification in

lower frequency rectennas. The conversion efficiency approaches 100% for monochromatic

illumination. For broadband illumination at terrestrial solar intensities, the diode operating

voltage plays the role that bandgap plays in conventional solar cells. VC 2013 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4793425]

Optical rectennas, submicron antenna-coupled high

speed diodes, have been proposed for harvesting solar energy

as an alternative to conventional semiconductor photovoltaic

devices.1 In contrast to optical rectennas, conventional solar

cells have a bandgap that constrains their conversion effi-

ciency to the Shockley-Queisser limit.2 We examine the

response of optical rectennas to broadband blackbody radia-

tion. To explain the operation of optical rectennas under

multispectral illumination we use the theory of photon-

assisted tunnelling (PAT).3

PAT theory and experiments have been investigated for

superconducting junctions used as photon detectors.4,5 For

these devices, semi-classical (quantum) behavior comes into

play when the photon energy divided by the electron charge

(�hx/q) becomes large compared to the voltage at which

significant nonlinearity appears in the diode current-voltage

[I(V)] characteristics.6 We apply PAT theory to metal insula-

tor metal (MIM) diodes, which have been investigated for

solar rectennas,7–11 but the same approach can be applied to

other diodes operating at optical frequencies.12

The theoretical efficiency of microwave rectennas used

in harvesting narrow and broadband radiation can be high.

At such low frequencies and high input intensities the

device operating voltage is much larger than �hx/q, and the

behavior may be treated classically.13 However, at the low

intensities of solar radiation and large �hx/q, comparable to

the onset of significant nonlinearity in the diode direct

current (dc) I(V) characteristics, nonlinear effects lead to a

significant change in the physics used to describe device

operation. We address here how this limits the broadband

efficiency.

Considering the theoretical efficiency as the dc power

produced as a function of alternating current (ac) electrical

power dissipated by the diode14 results in misleadingly high

efficiency values. Instead, we consider the efficiency as a

function of the radiant power incident at the antenna, which

includes coupling losses from the antenna to the diode. We

choose diode characteristics that provide ideal load match-

ing, which limits the diode rectification characteristics but

avoids the much larger losses due to poor power coupling.

To calculate efficiency under broadband illumination,

we select the power equivalent to one sun incident on the

earth’s surface (i.e., 1000 W/m2). If the current collected by

each diode includes components that are out of phase with

each other, cancellation and power loss results. Therefore the

maximum power supplied to each diode is limited by the

area over which the solar radiation is coherent. The coher-

ence efficiency is defined as the coherent power intercepted

by the antenna relative to the total incident power.12,15 For a

coherence efficiency of 90% this area corresponds to a radius

of �19 lm. The maximum power coupled to the antenna is

then calculated to be approximately 1.1� 10�6 W. We con-

sider the ideal case where the capacitance of the diode is suf-

ficiently small so that there is no resistance-capacitance (RC)

falloff at the optical frequencies of interest. We assume a

perfect antenna and do not include antenna efficiency limits,

which are analyzed elsewhere.16

We begin with the Tien-Gordon theory of PAT.3

Microwave radiation gives rise to a dc tunneling current that

occurs in voltage steps of �hx/q,4 producing an increase in

the tunneling current at voltages below the knee of the dark

I(V) curve. This is equivalent to sampling the dc I(V) curve

at voltage steps of �hx/q.3 Mathematically, the above state-

ment is written as

Iillum ¼
X1

n¼�1
J2

n

qVx

�hx

� �
� Idark VD þ n

�hx
q

� �
; (1)

where Iillum is the illuminated dc current with photon energy

�hx, Vx is the amplitude of the ac voltage across the diode,

VD is the dc operating voltage, Idark is the diode dc dark

current, and Jn corresponds to the Bessel function of order n.

At low intensities and high frequencies corresponding to

solar radiation, the Bessel terms are significant only for

n¼�1, 0, and 1, because the argument qVx/�hx is small.
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The interpretation is that electrons are available for tunneling

across the barrier at energies of one photon energy higher

and lower than the Fermi level and the initial state itself. The

occupation of these states is governed by the corresponding

Bessel terms, which are a function of the source intensity

and the photon energy.

We illustrate the rectification process in Figs. 1(a) and

1(b) for a diode with piecewise-linear characteristics and

negligible reverse leakage currents. In a rectenna diode

having a sufficiently low positive turn-on voltage, there is

an increase of the tunneling current in the second quadrant

of the I(V) characteristics, providing rectification and power

generation. The rectenna circuit consists of antenna voltage

source �VS and antenna impedance RS. The capacitor C mod-

els the fact that the antenna blocks dc current. We also

assume the presence of a large inductor L, which blocks the

ac power from reaching the load RL (for optical frequencies

the leads to the load serve this function). In this clamping

circuit the voltage across the diode consists of the dc self-

bias VD across the load and an ac voltage �Vx. The bar over

a variable denotes that it is a vector consisting of multiple

frequency components.

To determine the antenna source voltage at an incident

power Pin, we use a load resistor perfectly matched to the

antenna impedance RS, which gives VS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8PinRS

p
. The cur-

rent through the diode in a rectenna circuit, at a particular dc

operating voltage, is calculated as follows. The time domain

alternating voltage is treated as a perturbation of the initial

electronic states in the diode to determine a phase factor.

Diode dark I(V) characteristics and the phase factor are used

to calculate the time-domain rectified current, using the form

given by Werthamer17 and generalized by Tucker.6 The

expression for the average time dependent current hI(t)i is

then simplified to

hIðtÞi ¼
ð ð

dx0Wðx0ÞIdark x0 þ qVD

�h

� �
e�ix0t

� dx00W�ðx00Þeix00t: (2)

Here W is the phase factor described in Ref. 6 and is the

result of modulation of the Fermi level due to an applied ac

perturbation, Idark refers to the diode dark I(V) characteristics

modified by the incoming photon frequency x. For each VD

the expression is integrated over the range of incident fre-

quencies to calculate the resulting illuminated diode current.

Along with the modulated dc current, there are ac currents

flowing through the diode at the fundamental input fre-

quency and its harmonics.6 This requires a harmonic balance

approach to determine the voltage across the diode in the

presence of circuit impedance. Equation (3) is used to deter-

mine the voltage across the diode. The alternating voltage

across the diode18 is

�Vx ¼ �VS � �IxRS: (3)

Since �Ix is itself a function of �Vx, the equation has to be

solved self consistently to reach a stable solution. We itera-

tively solve for the diode voltage and current to reach steady

state values. The rectified dc output power is the product of

Iillum and VD. Rectenna efficiency is calculated as the ratio of

the output dc power to the input ac power. At low VS corre-

sponding to solar terrestrial intensities, the harmonics are in-

significant compared to the fundamental, but they become

significant at high input voltages. The antenna impedance is

assumed to be 100 X and independent of frequency.

It can be inferred from Fig. 1(b) that a high reverse re-

sistance is required to minimize the leakage currents and

increase the power output in the second quadrant. We

FIG. 1. (a) Rectenna equivalent circuit including a high frequency antenna voltage source VS with internal impedance RS, and current �Ix. The voltage across

the diode consists of the dc operating voltage VD and an ac voltage �Vx. The inductor L is large and blocks the ac power from being dissipated in the load.

Current through the diode is a combination the rectified dc current Iillum, the ac fundamental from the antenna, and harmonics produced in the diode. (b) I(V)

characteristics showing the effect of PAT under illumination. The dark I(V) characteristics are represented by the black solid line. Tunneling currents are pro-

duced by photon absorption (red pluses) and emission (purple diamonds), for a photon energy of �hx. The combination of these currents produces the dc tunnel-

ing current (blue triangles). The inset illustrates the energy band diagram of a typical MIM diode under dc bias. (c) Diode I(V) characteristics for optimal

matching to an antenna, shown at two different rectenna operating voltages: VD1¼�0.5 V (solid black) and VD2¼�1.5 V (dash-dot black). In the following

development of the response as a function of VD a diode I(V) with a different intercept is used for each value of VD. The x-axis intercept is the corresponding

operating voltage VD, and the reciprocal of the slope of the I(V) (i.e., Rdc) is set to half the antenna impedance (RS). This provides an optical frequency secant

resistance that perfectly matches the antenna.
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assume a diode that has negligible reverse leakage. The pres-

ence of source resistance requires impedance matching with

the diode for maximum power transfer. The impedance

offered by the diode to an input at a particular photon energy

is the reciprocal of the slope of a secant between two points

on the I(V) curve, one photon energy above and below the

VD.19 This impedance Rx is

Rx ¼
2� ð�hx=qÞ

IdarkðVD þ �hx=qÞ � IdarkðVD � �hx=qÞ

� 2� ð�hx=qÞ
IdarkðVD þ �hx=qÞ ¼

2� ð�hx=qÞ
m� ð�jVDj þ �hx=qÞ þ b

: (4)

For m¼ 1/Rdc and b¼ jVDj/Rdc, we obtain Rx¼ 2Rdc.

This shows that the impedance offered by the diode to a

photon is twice the reciprocal of the slope of a particularly

designed dark I(V) characteristics. We have constructed an

I(V) characteristic to perfectly match the antenna and the

diode at a particular VD such that its first quadrant differen-

tial resistance Rdc is half the antenna impedance and an

extrapolation of the I(V) intercepts on the x-axis at VD, as

shown in Fig. 1(c). At a particular VD the diode impedance is

constant and equal for all photon energies �hx greater than

jqVDj. For each value of VD a diode having a different I(V)

intercept is required. This is not a realistic resistance charac-

teristic but instead is used to find the maximum theoretical

efficiency that can be obtained.

For monochromatic illumination of the rectenna, since

there is optimal power transfer all incident power is coupled to

the diode. In the quantum limit, there is one electron per inci-

dent photon, i.e., unity quantum efficiency.6 Our simulation

produced this current maximum at jqVDj ¼ �hx, as shown in

Fig. 2(a), giving a power conversion efficiency of 100%. The

current drops to zero when the voltage exceeds this because

the PAT no longer provides sufficient energy to surmount the

operating voltage barrier required to achieve forward current,

as can be seen from the inset in Fig. 1(b). This voltage barrier

blocks rectification of photons having �hx< jqVDj just as sub-

bandgap energy photons do not contribute to the photocurrent

in conventional semiconductor solar cells.

This result shows that for a carefully engineered diode a

rectenna operating under monochromatic illumination

approaches unity power conversion efficiency. As with con-

ventional solar cells, obtaining close unity efficiency with a

realistic I(V) characteristic would require infinite intensity

and well collimated incident radiation,20 but such an analysis

is beyond the scope of this letter. Our result for monochro-

matic illumination opens the way for applications in room-

temperature terahertz sensing and detection, and high fre-

quency power transfer and conversion applications.

At high input intensities or low frequencies, multiple

steps appear in the I(V) due to higher order and mixed excita-

tions. As the intensity increases or the frequency decreases

further the results approach the classical expression for large

signal rectification,21 in agreement with the correspondence

principle. However, at low intensity and high frequency lim-

its the quantum approach of PAT is required.

To understand the rectification process for the solar

spectrum we first consider the case of illumination at two dif-

ferent frequencies x1 and x2. The distribution of electrons is

still discrete but gives rise to states at energies �hx1/q and

�hx2/q, and sum and difference energies �h(x1þx2)/q and

�h(x1�x2)/q due to mixing. As with the higher order terms

in the monochromatic case, higher order mixing occurs at

high input intensities and low input frequencies, giving rise

to multiple sum and difference combinations of the two. The

time-dependent voltage across the barrier in the simplest

case of two-frequency illumination is given as

VðtÞ ¼ VD þ V1cosðx1tÞ þ V2cosðx2tÞ (5)

In Eq. (5), V1 and V2 are the voltage amplitudes across the

diode at the two frequencies x1 and x2. We derive the

expression for the illuminated dc current following Tucker’s

approach

Iillum ¼
X1

m¼�1

X1
n¼�1

J2
m

qV1

�hx1

� �
J2

n

qV2

�hx2

� �

� Idark VD þ m
�hx1

q
þ n

�hx2

q

� �
: (6)

In Eq. (6), m and n are the photon absorption or emission

numbers for the two different frequencies.

FIG. 2. Illuminated I(V) (blue crosses) and efficiency g (green circles) char-

acteristics of the diode. (a) Monochromatic illumination. The incident pho-

ton energy is 1 eV, and the input power is 1.1� 10�6 W, corresponding to a

solar power of 1000 W/m2 over an area with a radius of �19 lm. Rectenna

efficiency approaches 100% when |qVD| approaches �hx. (b) Two frequency

illumination corresponding to photon energies of 1 eV and 1.5 eV for the

same total input power. The voltage amplitude of the two sources is equal

and the fraction of the number of low to high energy photons is 1.5:1. (c)

Same as (b), with increased input power corresponding to 103 suns, showing

the appearance of tunneling current at high reverse operating voltages due to

excitation of both higher order and mixing terms.
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The simulated I(V) characteristic for illumination at two

frequencies, corresponding to photon energies of 1 eV and

1.5 eV, is shown in Fig. 2(b). The calculations were per-

formed using a harmonic balance analysis method where

multiple harmonics of the incident frequencies and the mixed

frequencies were included. Steps appear at jqVDj equal to the

photon energies. The efficiency is lower than for the single

frequency case because for smaller magnitude operating vol-

tages the full photon energy of the higher energy photons is

not used, and at larger magnitude operating voltages the

lower energy photons do not contribute to the current.

A way to increase the efficiency is to channel the unused

photons to higher energy states through higher order and

mixing terms in Eq. (6), which would give rise to non-zero

current at operating voltages of less than �1.5 V. As seen in

Fig. 2(b) neither of these processes contribute significantly

to the current-voltage characteristics at solar intensities

because the occupation probabilities of the higher order and

mixed states, as represented by the higher order Bessel terms

in Eq. (6), are significantly lower than the fundamental

states. At high intensities photon stepping at these higher

order and mixed energies is observed, as shown in Fig. 2(c).

In reality, however, rectennas cannot make use of a concen-

trated sunlight because of the coherence limitation described

earlier. Improving the I(V) characteristics would also

increase the strength of the mixed states, but at the cost of a

poorer impedance match with the antenna.

To analyze solar conversion efficiency we model the so-

lar spectrum as a blackbody at 5780 K and consider the max-

imum terrestrial input power (Pin) of 1.1� 10�6 W. This

determines the shape of the solar intensity spectrum. The

shape of the source voltage spectrum ( �VS) is given by the

square root of the solar intensity spectrum. We assume a

constant antenna impedance of 100 X using the constructed

I(V) characteristic of Fig. 1(c). The source voltage amplitude

is set such that the power dissipated in a matched load resis-

tor is the same as the coherent power from the sun captured

by the antenna (Pin). To determine the time-dependent volt-

age waveform and the phase factor we take the inverse

Fourier transform of this source voltage spectrum. Then we

use Eqs. (2) and (3) simultaneously to obtain the illuminated

current under multispectral illumination and the diode alter-

nating voltage ( �Vx), as shown in Fig. 3.

The maximum efficiency of �44% is produced at an

operating voltage of 1.1 V. This result is reminiscent of the

Trivich-Flinn efficiency of solar energy conversion by quan-

tum processes,22,23 also proposed later as the Shockley-

Queisser ultimate efficiency for devices having bandgap cut-

off. The Trivich-Flinn efficiency provides the efficiency of

devices with a bandgap that absorb only energy above the

threshold. With rectenna solar cells, operating voltage jqVDj
plays the role that bandgap plays in conventional solar cells,

so that only photons having an energy equal to jqVDj are

used optimally. Lower energy photons are wasted and the

energy of higher energy photons is only partially used.

Under the conditions employed here, we obtain virtually no

advantage from mixing and higher order terms, due to the

low input intensity. This maximum efficiency is higher than

the Shockley-Queisser2 limit of 33%, which is reduced from

44% due to the finite temperature of the cell and radiative

recombination in the diode. In this letter, we have not

included these effects, which require device thermodynamic

analysis,24 nor limits imposed by the antennas. As with

multi-gap conventional solar cells, the conversion efficiency

of rectenna solar cells can be increased with the use of spec-

tral splitting and rectenna solar cells at different operating

voltages. Because spectral splitting with rectennas does not

require materials matched to each spectral range, rectenna

solar cells have an inherent advantage in this process.

The maximum conversion efficiency we found is limited

because there are no mixing or higher order terms at solar

terrestrial intensity. In contrast, microwave rectennas make

use of substantial mixing of low energy photons at high oper-

ating voltage, and attain higher conversion efficiencies.

Although the optical rectenna results were developed

here for the case of metal-insulator-metal diodes, the same

semi-classical characteristics are expected for other diode

types operating at optical frequencies.12

In this letter we explored the efficiency limits of rec-

tenna solar cells. We developed the calculations based on the

theory of PAT and showed that, for diodes that are optimally

matched to antennas, monochromatic power conversion effi-

ciencies approach 100% and the multispectral efficiency is

limited to 44% at solar terrestrial intensities. Spectral split-

ting can improve the efficiency, and can be accomplished

simply by setting the operating voltage for each rectenna to

rectify the desired spectral range.
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